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Phonons in the quantum Hall effect: A nonlinear-dynamics picture
Vittorio Penna and Mario Rasetti
Dipartimento di Fisica and Unita INFM, Politecnico di Torino, Corso Duca degli Abruzzi 24, I-10129 Torino, Italy
(Received 16 February 1994)
A model describing a system in which Landau electronic modes are coupled with phonons is proposed
and discussed. A simplified version of the model is further analyzed, with special attention to the
dynamical symmetries that characterize it. In particular, the corresponding equations of motion are
thoroughly examined: they provide a variety of behaviors, ranging from completely integrable (in both
the classical and quantum case) to chaotic (in the semiclassical approximation). The chaotic regime is
believed to be suitable to eventually represent the stochastic behavior of the longitudinal voltage versus
time, recently observed in severa1 quantum Hall eFect experiments.
I. INTRODUCTION
A number of experiments, ' measuring the time
behavior of the longitudinal voltage V, in a typical quan-
tum Hall effect (QHE) experiment in regions of dissipa-
tive instability (namely, for high currents and for values
of the magnetic field B corresponding to the edges of a
Hall plateau) and exhibiting stochasticity, have been ac-
counted for with the conjecture that the underlying dy-
namics is chaotic. In this paper we aim to show, by con-
structing a model which includes, by the conventional
Hall dynamics, electron-phonon interactions [mimicking
the so-called QUILLS (quasielastic inter-Landau-level
scattering) mechanism earlier proposed in the literature j,
that —even in a simplified version suitable for a detailed
analysis —such deterministic chaotic behavior can indeed
be ascribed to the microscopic structure of the system.
The normal QHE is manifested by the characteristic
plateaus in the Hall resistivity pH vs the magnetic field B.
At these plateaus the longitudinal current carried by the
electrons appears to be dissipationless, in that the corre-
sponding resistivity pL is essentially vanishing.
If the longitudinal current density jL is increased, the
dissipationless regime occupies a smaller and smaller
domain in B until, beyond a certain critical value of jL, it
suddenly disappears, while pL rapidly increases (this is re-
ferred to as QHE breakdown ). However, for values of jL
below the critical value but suSciently large, pL already
exhibits sharp discontinuities at specific values B, of the
magnetic field. This is clearly shown in Ref. 2, where a
plot of V, =pL jl L, vs B is reported, for several different
values of I, =j~Lz (where L„Lz denote, respectively,
the sample length in the current direction and transverse
to it). In the same reference it is shown that, when the
longitudinal voltage V& is measured vs time for B =8„it
shows a characteristic intermittent stochastic behavior,
reminiscent of what one has in the dynamical regimes of
transition to chaos, and random oscillations take place
among a finite number of discrete levels of V&.
Inspired by this experimental scenario, in the present
paper we study a microscopic model, constructed along
similar lines to the QUILLS model, ' showing how a spe-
cial choice of the dynamical algebra as well as of the rep-
resentation of such algebra does indeed lead to a dynam-
ics in some way comparable with the relevant features of
the above phenomenology. It should be stressed here
that the purpose of our discussion is to show how even a
relatively simple microscopic model, describing in a
mean-field way the interactions of the electrons with pho-
nons, might generate a chaotic dynamics, not to repro-
duce quantitatively the experimental results or to give a
treatment of the system's macroscopic features.
To this effect we point out, first, that the experimental
regime (QHE breakdown) we consider is dissipative in
that it refers to a regime of resistive transverse conduc-
tion. Therefore dissipative processes in the customary
sense should appear in the description of transport phe-
nomena at a macroscopic level. However, there is no
time decay in the processes measured in the experiments
we refer to, but rather a form of instability whereby a
measured quantity ( V, ) which should have a fixed value,
when sampled at very high frequency and with just the
magnetic field for which macroscopic dissipation occurs,
exhibits a chaotic distribution among several different
possible values. ' In this sense one cannot speak here of a
nonstationary regime meaning that the observed
phenomenon is transient, because the time scales of resis-
tive dissipation and of dynamical equilibrium are
quite different: the former are much larger than
the latter, and do not enter into play in our consid-
erations. For the chaotic nonstationarity predicted by
our model, one should rather imagine a dynamical —not
thermodynamic —effect, arising from the competition
(and corresponding bifurcations) among the various
states whose existence the macroscopic nonequilibrium
situation requires, made available by the special value of
the magnetic field, but on a time scale much shorter than
the relaxation time. This sort of nonstationarity connect-
ed with chaos is not nonequilibrium, but rather equilibri-
um for a dynamical system which has a strange attractor.
Dealing with the macroscopic features of the system
would require, for example, writing the equations of
motion for its density matrix, introducing into play some
Liouville operator consistent with the appropriate master
equation. In a semiclassical scheme of coherent states,
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such an approach would lead to a Fokker-Planck equa-
tion rather than to a classical dynamical system. The
scheme adopted in this paper has, we repeat, a quite
different philosophy: our model is a microscopic model in
which the electronic modes can exchange energy and
momentum with the phonons of the solid in a time-
reversal-invariant way. In other words, such phonons are
considered not as a thermal bath, but just as a microscop-
ic reservoir coupled with the electrons in such a way that
the latter can jump from one level to the other, possibly
losing (or even gaining) energy and momentum, but in a
way that is not globally dissipative, but becomes so when
one considers things from the point of view of the elec-
tron degrees of freedom only (for example, after tracing
over the phonon degrees of freedom}. In fact, our model
is even more crude than this last scheme, in that we actu-
ally assume the existence of a unique phonon mode,
which suitably represents the whole reservoir.
In order to understand the meaning of our construc-
tion, one should first recall that the spectral structure im-
plied by the QHE Hamiltonian in the absence of phonons
can be described by attributing to the electrons two main
quantum numbers, say, n, and n2, with the following
physical meaning. The electron motion is characterized
by two modes. The mode associated with n, (which de-
scribes the inner degeneracy of Landau levels) is endowed
with the information concerning the average position of
the electron along the x2 (transverse) direction: one can
actually imagine the sample as subdivided into a set of
horizontal parallel stripes whose center has ordinate pro-
portional to n „in which the electron motion is confined.
The width of the stripes is instead connected with the
second mode, and turns out to be proportional to
(2n2+1)' . In fact, the other mode, whose quantum
number is n2, describes the (cycloidal) motion of the elec-
tron within each of such stripes, drifting along the x,
(longitudinal) direction, when its stage is that specified by
the n2th Landau level.
When the phonon field is accounted for, we assume
that the above two modes interact independently with the
phonons, exchanging energy. The dynamical algebra is
selected according to the requirement of realizing a sort
of minimal coupling scheme whose features are (i) that of
providing the maximum-simplicity coupling, associated
with (ii) the aim of generating a nontrivial dynamics, and
(iii) that the quantum number n, may assume values
ranging between —~ and + ~, consistent with the (cy-
lindrical) configuration-space geometry. We shall show
in Sec. II that this leads to a noncompact dynamical alge-
bra isomorphic with su(1, 1). As for the representation,
the very fact that —~ (n i & + ~, with no gaps, brings
us to select the continuous principal series CI.
A detailed analysis of the model Hamiltonian and the
corresponding equations of motion shows that, in a corn-
pletely quantum description, one can distinguish between
an integrable situation (discussed in Sec. III) and a nonin-
tegrable one (Sec. IV), depending on the value of the
electron-phonon coupling constants I i and I 2. The
former, integrable, case, I 2=0, namely, vanishing in-
teraction between phonons and the Landau mode
(nz =const), is formally dealt with quantum mechanical-
ly in Sec. III A by identifying the corresponding infinite-
dimensional spectrum-generating algebra. The same case
is successively thoroughly studied, in Sec. IIIB, in the
semiclassical approximation obtained by resorting to the
representation of the electron-phonon states in terms of
coherent states. There emerges a very interesting dynam-
ics which leads to an equation of motion reducible to the
differential equation for the Weierstrassp function. This
will constitute the integrable background on which deter-
ministic chaos occurs when the full coupling of the Lan-
dau electrons with phonons is taken into account(r,wo).
Section IV deals just with the last dynamical situation,
even though, naturally, only in the semiclassical approxi-
mation. We show there how, as one might expect from
the Kolmogorov-Arnol'd Moser (KAM) theorem, when
the motion is far enough from resonance and the cou-
pling which was vanishing in the integrable case is
switched on, some onset of chaos indeed takes place,
which may exhibit the features first of intermittency, then
of fully developed chaos, depending on the model param-
eters. In the same section a detailed analysis of the sys-
tem phase portrait is reported.
II. CONSTRUCTION OF THE MODEL
0= 1
2m p
——A —qx E,g
C
where A is the potential vector (curl A=B). In the Lan-
dau gauge A= —Bxzu&, and (1) is written in the form
1 [pz+(p, —mao, x2) ]+eEx2m
co, =eB/mc denoting the usual cyclotron frequency. Of
course, x,p- are canonically conjugated. The Hamiltoni-
an (2) has well-known interesting features. Its spectrum,
labeled by two integer quantum numbers n, and n2, is
given by
&. . =&~,~n&+-2 ~+eE&2+-,'mU &2
=A'co, (n + —,'2) A+& k& —v—,'mv &,
where X2 = lz k & —U i /~„k i =2m.n & /L i =gn i,
ls =A'c /e8 indicating the (square} magnetic length, while
U, =cE/B is the electron drift velocity. The correspond-
As is usually done in the standard description of the
Hall effect, we consider a two-dimensional (2D) system of
electrons of mass m and charge q = —e flowing through a
thin rectangular slab of length L, and width L2, perpen-
dicular to which is applied a uniform time-independent
magnetic field B. All dynamical variables are then natu-
rally referred to a Cartesian reference frame attached to
the sample. The electron current along axis 1 is sustained
by a voltage in the same direction, whereas along axis 2,
due to the customary (classical) Hall effect, in the station-
ary regime a transverse electric field E is generated. '
The electron dynamics is governed in this system by
the Hall Hamiltonian
'2
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ing eigenfunctions are
1/2
„(x)= h'i L, (2n )!!
Xexp ik&x &—
X2 —X2
2
(xz —Xz)
xH„,
B
(4)
II„(x)denoting the Hermite polynomial of order n No-
tice that n, is embodied in Xz. One can easily check how
the eigenfunctions describe the superposition of a free
motion of drift in direction 1 (plane wave with wave num-
ber k, ) and of the harinonic-oscillator-like behavior, due
to the magnetic field, along 2. The displacement X2 of
the oscillator depends on both 8 and E. As for the form
of the 4„„'s,it is naturally related to the geometrical
interpretation of motion as composed of the same three
contributions: the electrons move by drifting along direc-
tion 1 with velocity v& and are confined by the magnetic
field to horizontal stripes of width -2+2nz+ I/zi cen-
tered at xz =Xz (potential energy eEXz ).
In order to prepare the appropriate frame for the con-
struction of our model, it is convenient to bring the Ham-
iltonian H&, by means of the unitary transformation
O'=Q, Qz, with
change for an electron moving from the Landau level nz
to n2.
Naturally, the interaction can take place provided' the
wave functions of the states defined by (n„nz) and
(n', , nz), respectively, have sufficient overlap. The corre-
sponding condition furnishes —for each ( n „nz )—a
boundary for the domain of accessible states in the Hil-
bert state space. On the other hand, whatever the
difference (n i n i ) [—or (n z nz }—], one can always realize
it by selecting an appropriate field E; in particular, if E is
close to the value E, =—XB(v, —v, }/c, any value of such
difference can be achieved.
In a recent analysis of data on spatially localized break-
down of (near-)dissipationless quantum Hall effect into a
set of dissipative states, Cage et al. ' propose a suggestive
way for modeling such an electron-phonon interaction,
which consists in including the resulting transitions be-
tween noncontiguous Landau levels in the known quasi-
elastic inter-Landau-level scattering picture of Eaves and
Sheard. The phenomenological analysis in Ref. 1 gives
promising results and we adopt the mechanism proposed
in our dynamical picture, by explicitly including in the
Hamiltonian terms accounting for the above processes of
phonon-electron interaction. This is, of course, straight-
forwardly done in the language of second quantization.
Upon defining the customary creation (and annihilation)
operators for the harmonic-oscillator degrees of freedom
x2 and p2,
. P&P2 . P2
'M, =exp i,—Qz=exp i
m co,fi
where A, =mc E/e8, into the form
&= 'Mzt'@tie Q, Qz
(5)
1
( —ipz+ m co,xz ),
2m ',h
Hamiltonian (6) is written
1&=A'to, (a a+ —,')+v, p, — v, .2m
1 2 22 2 cE
2m (pz+m co,xz)+ pi ——,mv i,
in which the degrees of freedom 1 and 2 are completely
decoupled. It is straightforward to check that the above
form of the Hamiltonian directly provides the eigenvalues
in the form at the right-hand side of (3).
One observes now that when in (3) v, is of the order of
the sound velocity v, in the slab, the variation of one unit
of n, implies a variation of the electron energy compara-
ble to that of a single phonon. This suggests how, provid-
ed energy and momentum are conserved, if phonons (e.g.,
piezoelectric') are present in the system, they can interact
with the electrons, mutually exchanging energy and
momentum. Energy and momentum conservation, on
the other hand, impose selection rules on the quantum-
number variations allowed when an electron undergoes a
transition by absorbing or emitting a phonon. Let us
consider the phonon wave-vector variation along direc-
tion l, b,k „, for transitions from, say, state (n„nz) to
state (n', , n z ). In view of momentum conservation, b,k~h
must be equal to 2m(n, n', )/L, , which is the co—rre-
sponding variation in the drift wave vector of the elec-
tron. On the other hand, due to energy conservation,
hk h =co, (nz nz)/(v, —v—, ) is related to the energy
The construction of the model proceeds quite naturally
starting from this Hamiltonian, which is diagonal, in that
the degrees of freedom here are in the normal form, with
which one expects intuitively that the phonons should
couple. By inclusion of the phonon field, the system total
Hamiltonian becomes
R, —%+&h+Rt,
where, naturally,
% „=g fiQ/( cj cj + —,' ),
the sum running over all possible phonon modes labeled
by j, whose creation and annihilation operators are c.
and cj. %1, in a minimal-coupling scheme (i.e., neglect-
ing higher-order multiphonon processes}, is expected to
have the general form
&1=+RI I~'(cj K +K+ cj }++ii!I'~'(a c.+c a), .
J J
where the second term on the right-hand side manifestly
describes energy exchange processes between phonons
and the electronic Landau modes in direction 2, whereas
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the first term represents momentum exchange processes
in direction 1 by means of so far undefined raising and
lowering operators K+ for the electron momentum de-
gree of freedom along 1. The latter do not have a unique
definition in terms of p&, and several unequivalent choices
are allowed. What is required here is a couple of opera-
tors whose action on the Landau states is defined by
ia =co,a +g I ~zi''c
J
~c, =n, c, +r,'jja+r', ~'K
iK =~K +2yrIJ'c, K, ,
l
iK, =y r',~'(c,K, K—c,') .
K+:~n„k, ) ~~n, , k, +y), (10)
[K),K+]=+Kg, [K+,K ]=0 . (12)
The second, less intuitive, possibility is resorting to the
su(1, 1) algebra, namely, choosing
3 (13)
where I = —
—,'+is, s ER, and Ko is the Casimir operator
KO=K3 —,'(K K++K+—K )= —( —,'+s2) . (14)
where
~
n
~, k, ) is the ket associated with the state
C&„„(x)defined in (4). Operators of this sort are the1' 2
usual ladder operators of any simple Lie algebra. The
nonuniqueness comes from the fact that, while creation
and annihilation operators for the transverse Landau
mode (a, a ) are naturally present in the Hamiltonian,
creation or destruction of quanta Ay of momentum in
direction 1 has not appeared yet among the ingredients
for the energy. Two possible choices for such raising and
lowering operators have features suitable for a sound
physical interpretation, both leading to an algebraic
structure whereby successive calculations can be carried
on with ease. The first is the most obvious choice
K3 ~p „which, upon setting
p& klux lK3=, K+ =e&x'
generates an algebra [isomorphic with E(2)] related to the
algebra of the magnetic translators group: '
The last equation in (17) is consistent with (14), provided
Ko is independent of time, namely, s is a constant.
One can easily check that the dynamical system (16) is
integrable: the dynamics it describes is simply that of a
collection of n +2 harmonic oscillators (a; ci,j =1, . . . , n, where n is the number of phonon modes;
K ), whose normal frequencies vk, k =1, . . . , n +2 are
the solutions of the secular equation
(e v) g—[(co, —v)(Qi —v)j=0
n[r',1—']'] g (n —v) =0, (IS)
m=1
mAj
whereas the motion of the variable K3 can be obtained by
quadrature from the last equation in (16). In this case,
one cannot therefore expect any irregular dynamical
behavior except at most resonances.
In the second case, described by Eq. (17), on the other
hand, the equations of motion are nonlinear, due to the
presence not only of the terms c K3, but to two new
features:
(i) E+ generate K3 by commutation,
(ii) K3 is itself nonlinear in that it is related to K+ by
the conservation law expressed by the Casimir operator:
K3 =Ko+ —,' [K,E+ I.
It should be emphasized that Eqs. (17) are not only
nonlinear, but nonintegrable as well. This can be directly
checked, when a single phonon mode is present. In this
case the equations of motion (the notation is self-
explanatory) become
The commutation relations are
(K3,K+ ]=+K+, [K+,K ] = —2K3 .
ia =co, a +g I z~~'c
J
iK
(16)
In the first of the above schemes the Heisenberg equa-
tions of motion have the form
Ea co a+I 2c
ic =Ac+I a+I,K
iK =eK +2I,cK
iK3=1 j(cK+ Kc ), —
corresponding to the single-mode Harniltonian
AsM= P+fiQ(N, + —,' )+Br,.(cd +K+ c)
+fiI 2(a c+c a),
&=%co,(N, + —,' )+AeK3 — v, ,12m
(19)
{20)
iK, =pre'(c, K, —K c,'),
J
whereas for the su(1, 1) scheme they read
where N, =a a, X, =c c, and e = v & g. Equations (19) ap-
parently couple seven degrees of freedom (recall that the
variables a, c,K are not Hermitian, while K3 is Hermi-
tian). However, in view of {14), the last equation is not
independent of the previous ones, and can be removed. If
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one does so, out of the three manifest Hermitian con-
stants of motion in involution of (19},
~sM Ko J"=N, +N, +Ki (21)
(22)
with
y (I (1))2 1/2 (23)
Obviously, I 2=pI, . In terms of these new variables, and
within the approximation scheme discussed above, Eqs.
(17) manifestly identify with (19).
In the following sections we shall therefore discuss in
detail the spectrum, dynamics, and physical properties of
the system, in its model representation given by the Ham-
iltonian &sM (20).
only two, &sM, and S, survive, in that Ko has been ex-
plicitly used to eliminate K3. In other words, we are left
with three non-Hermitian equations with only two con-
stants of motion. This number of conserved quantities is
not suScient to guarantee integrability. Nonintegrability
is directly related to the property that the dynamical
algebra of&sM is ~ dimensional.
In view of the above discussion, and keeping in mind
the purpose of describing a global dynamical behavior of
the system characterized by chaotic features, we propose,
first of all, to adopt in our model the su(l, l} alternative.
Moreover, we notice that, since the dynamics expressed
by the simplified single-phonon equations (19) has itself
great inherent complexity yet allowing us some analytic
discussion, whereas the complete form (17) gives no hope
of being tractable other than numerically, we propose to
model our system resorting simply to the one-phonon
picture. Physically, such choice is motivated by two con-
siderations. On the one hand, if the electric field E is
close to E, =yB(U, —U, )/c, the selection rules allow
indeed only processes which can be interpreted within a
single-phonon scheme. On the other hand, for different
values of E, one can easily devise the following pro-
cedure. It is a plausible assumption to set I 2J'=pI', j', Vj,
with some mode-independent phenomenological parame-
ter p; moreover, since the physically relevant phonon
modes are the acoustic modes, replacing Q ~(QJ ) =Q
(also independent of j) amounts to a simple hypothesis of
isotropy of the speed of sound tensor. Upon adopting
these assumptions, one can then define the average
effective phonon
which K, of frequency e, is decoupled from the others,
whereas a and c give rise to normal modes with hybri-
dized frequencies
There is another limiting case in which one of the
modes is decoupled [a =a (0}exp( iso,—t}],namely, p=O
(implying I z=O}, that has much more interest in that it
preserves the nonlinearity of the system. In fact, the
remaining equations of motion in this case read
ic =Qc+I &K
iK =@K +2I,cK3,
iKi=l')(cK+ —K c ) .
(24)
The dynamical equations (24) still exhibit two constants
of motion (besides Ko, which once more allows us to get
rid of K3): 2, =N, +Ki, and the Hamiltonian
ff, =A'[QN, +eK +I,(c K +K c)]+&, , (25)
where
h, =%[co,(N, +—,' )+—,'Q] —Ui /2m,
N, denoting the Landau-level nuinber. The (quantum)
dynamical system described by (24) inherits from the
classical case some of the features of integrability.
Indeed, not only has it, as already mentioned, the right
number of constants of motion, but it can be formally in-
tegrated by means of the exponential of the adjoint action
of it&, /fi on the variables. The explicit evaluation of
such an action is extremely difficult, in that the dynami-
cal algebra induced by %, in terms of the variables
c,K, their Hermitian conjugates, and K3 is complex. In
order to clarify this point with more detail, we perform
therefore a symplectic reduction of the system, by intro-
ducing the following new bosonic variables:
Q:—ce ', Qt—=e 'ct .
It is worth noticing that QtQ =N, . It is straightforward
to check that the Q, Q satisfy the commutation relations
[Q Q ]=1, [Q &.]=0
[Q», ]=Q [Q», ]=—Q
[Q K ]=-Q [Q K ]=Q
In terms of these new variables, the equations of
motion (24) are reduced to those of a single nonlinear os-
cillator:
III. SYSTEM DYNAMICS:
THE INTEGRABLE CASE I =0 iQ= —5Q —I,Q +l,(a —2N, ),
iQ =—5—Q —I iQ +l,(a —2N, ), (27}
A. The quantum picture
The quantum dynamics described by Eq. (19) is far
from trivial because of the nonlinear terms. The latter
obviously disappear if I,=0 (even when I 2 remains %0,
i.e., p is infinitely large), in which case the system is trivi-
ally equivalent to three harmonic oscillators, one of
corresponding to the Hamiltonian
&,=A'[e2, 5N, +I,(a —N, )Q+I,Q (a N, )]+h, , —
where 5=e Qand a= 2, +1. Recall th—at K3=2, —N, .
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The equations of motion (27) can be formally solved,
upon denoting for simplicity by Q the initial condition for
the operator Q at t =0, as
dynamics of the system is mapped on the classical Hamil-
tonian flow on the coherent-state manifold (here C(:)
defined by the Hamiltonian function'
Q(t)=exp ad it (Q)
—:exp it Q exp it— (29)
&,(z,z)—= (Z~JV, z)
=&[~&,—&lzl'+ I )(~—lzl')z
+ I &(~—lzl')z]+h. , (33)
Indeed, (29) can be evaluated at any given order in t be-
cause the corresponding (infinite-dimensional) dynamical
algebra Ad„„ is isomorphic with the algebra (enveloping
algebra of the Weil-Heisenberg algebra generated by Q
and Qt) generated by the set of operators
W,b=Q 'N„Wd, =N, Q—', (30)
which is manifestly quite similar to (28) except for the
fact that it is written as if the noncommutativity of Q
(and Q ) with N, had been neglected. The classical equa-
tions of motion corresponding to (33) are identical with
(27) provided one replaces in the latter Q with z, Q with
z, and N, with ~z~ . For example, y = ~z~ is a solution to
the equation, in the rescaled time ~=—I,t,
whose commutation relations =6y —4(2„+W, )y +2[2,(S„—1)—W2], (34)
b+d
[W, b, W, d]=
z =mini, 'b, d)
(Z)fab, cd Wa + c,z where
'2
b+d c
[Wa, »W.
,
d]= g X ~"b', cdW. ., +)—j=0 i =0
W =2 +-'—1 2I i (35)
are known (the structure constants f and f are explicitly
given in the Appendix).
In terms of the operators 8'the Hamiltonian reads
&„—h,
Wq =Ko+ 2 QJ„—2r', (36)
,E~ ——(Wo ~+W
+I'&(aW& o+aW, o —W, , —W» ) +h, .
(31)
From Eq. (34), recalling the simple relation between N,
and K3, one immediately obtains the corresponding semi-
classical equation for E3.
d E3
= —6K3+4WiK3+2W~ .
d
B. The semiclassical picture
In view of the difficulties inherent in the quantum case
pointed out in the previous section, we focus our atten-
tion now on the semiclassical version of the dynamical
problem (27) and (28). In order to derive such a version,
we observe first that the Weil-Heisenberg algebra gen-
erated by Q, Qt leads, in the customary way, to the
coherent states
~z ) =e' —'~2'Izl ez& ~0) (32)
with the property that Qz ) =z~z ), where ~0) denotes
the vacuum (Q~O) =0). It is known that the quantum
The possibility of evaluating to any given order the multi-
ple commutators in (29),
[&„,[&„.. . , [&„,Q] ]]eA,„„,
can be thought of as analogous to the classical case of in-
tegrability in which, after reduction to quadratures of the
solutions of the equations of motion, the integrals can be
evaluated to any given order in t by some recursive algo-
rithm. If Apyp were finite dimensional, we should have a
situation similar to the case when the integrals can be
solved in closed form.
This equation can be thought of as the equation of
motion in one dimension for a particle of mass 1 with po-
tential energy
U(K3) =2K3 —2W|K3 —2WqK3+ Uo
where Uo is a constant that we select, in view of the dis-
cussion to follow, equal to
—,', W', +—,'W, 8'2. The cubic
potential U suggests that, depending on the initial condi-
tions, one can have both confined solutions, oscillating
within the potential well, and solutions escaping to —~.
A straightforward analysis shows that positivity of the
control parameter g2= —', ( W&+3Wz) guarantees the ex-
istence of the minimum of U. In turn gz)0 implies,
resorting to the explicit expressions (35) and (36) for W,
and 8'2, an upper bound for s = —Ko ——,', which —as
we shall show later —provides a constraint on the range
of possible initial conditions. It is worth noticing that we
have a separatrix between the two regimes corresponding
to the initial condition K3(0)=—,' W&, K3(0)=0, for
which the system moves from the starting point to the
maximum of U in an infinitely long time (the prime
denotes derivative with respect to r).
This equation is formally identical with the quantum
one (in which both K3 and &„should be considered as
noncommutating operators). The dynamics of the system
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in normal conditions can be expected to be related to the
class of oscillating confined solutions. However, the ex-
istence of the hyperbolic points at the extremes of the
separatrix (which will be discussed in detail in Sec. IV}
hints at the possibility that the onset of chaotic motion
may take place there. We argue that, at least in the
framework of the simplified model adopted, which —we
recall —leads to a cylindrical configuration space, the
diverging solutions play no physical role.
Equation (37) has the solution, in terms of the Weier-
strass/i. function,
g2= —', y (1—a +s ),
g3= ~4y (1+s )(2—a )(1—2~ ) . (45)
K3(7)=3W +—A (1+K } 2Asn &+go'&
K
(46)
Upon introducing the amplitude A =——,'s. y, Eq. (44) be-
comes
where now(38)K2(&)= 3 W] /t(&+&oyg2&g3 )
where the parameters ~0 and g3 allow us to fix the initial
conditions. Since the equation for/t,
d2 ig
d
(39)
is equivalent to"'
~ =2[1+~3(g2/4A —1)' ]
The manifold of initial conditions whereby g2&0—
which guarantees, as already mentioned, stability of the
solutions for E3—is determined by
4tK, (0)+—,'[~c(0)~ +—,'(A, +1)]]
+-,'[lc (0)12+-,'][lc(0)I2+-,' —X2]
=48 —g& —g2 (40)
& 3~K+(0)+—,'A,c(0)~
one easily checks that g3 is given by
g3 = [K2(0)] ——27 [W) —3K2(0)] +—,'g2[ W) —3K2(0)],
(41)
whereas 'Tp which fixes the origin of time, can in principle
be obtained from K2(0) by resorting to (38). We point
out that the motivation for focusing our attention on the
variable K3 was simply the feature that one can recon-
duct its dynamics to a well-known equation [see (39)). On
the other hand, once the time dependence of K2 is
known, inserting it in the second of Eqs. (24) and reduc-
ing the system of the two remaining equations of the first
order thus obtained to two uncoupled equations of the
second order, the latter also have a form which is known.
For instance, the resulting equation for the variable
b =c exp[ —(i/2)(co, +e)r ] turns out to be a Lame equa-
tion
where
t2
+ [X,/t(r, r)+X, ]S =0, (42)
A, i
—=—2I f, A,2—:—,'(a), —e) +—', Wt I't . (43)
K3(7 ) 3 W) + 3 y (1+a. )—y a. sn (y~+$0.,~) (44)
where sn denotes the Jacobi elliptic "sine, '* Po=yro, y
and K related to the parameters g2 and g3 by
Equation (38), together with g2 as given above and (41),
provide the solution of the equation of motion (37). In
view of the complexity of the dependence of/t on g2 and
g3, it is convenient to express the same solution in a
different form. First, recalling the relation between the
Weierstrass function and the Jacobi elliptic functions, '
we write
where A, =5/I &. The last condition describes, for fixed
c(0), in the space (-R ) spanned by K3(0), K+(0), and
K (0), the domain external to the two-sheeted hyper-
boloid defined by setting = instead of & in the above in-
equality.
In conclusion we signal two interesting limiting cases:
(i) s = 1, i.e., A =—,' +3g2, where
K2(r)=
—,'W)+-', A —A tanh (&2Ar+$0), (47)
IV. SEMICLASSICAL DISCUSSION OF THE CASE F %0
In the previous Sec. III 8 we were able to show that, in
the semiclassical approach, the special case I'2=0 of the
equations of motion (19) is integrable. In this section we
intend to examine the phase portrait of the system when
the interaction I 2 is s~itched on. It will be shown that
the associated Hamiltonian flow has several critical
points, whose number and position are controlled by the
parameters which specify the constants of motion
[J',&sM, and Ko (or s); (21)] as well as by the detunings
between the various bosonic modes (A, —=5/I „A—:6/I, ,
where b, =e co, }, and the ratio g—:I 2/I &. Our analysis
is aimed to show that there exist both elliptic and hyper-
bolic critical points. The very existence of the latter sug-
gests, in view of the quadratic nonlinearity of the equa-
tions of motion, the possibility of the onset of chaos.
Moreover, variation of the control parameters induces bi-
furcations of the unstable critical points, allowing the
switching on of known mechanisms of onset of chaos
which describes the relaxationlike separatrix dynamics,
and (ii) s~0, which gives, with vanishing amplitude
A ~0, the harmonic solution at the bottom of the poten-
tial well,
K3(7 ) 3 W1+ 6+ g2 2A sin [( gg2) &+40] . (48)
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through the intersection of different branches of separa-
trixes. '
The simplest scheme to perform the stability analysis is
that provided, together with the variables Q, Q, by
A =ae ', A—:e 'a (49)
in terms of which X, =—A A =a a. A, A satisfy the
commutation relations
&sM=fiI eS 5E, —b,N, —
+r, [(v —X.—X, )g+Q'(~ —A. —X, )]
+r,(AQ" +gA')]+i. , (50)
where a =2+1. The corresponding semiclassical equa-
tions of motion can be obtained by the natural extension
of (32) and (33) to the two-mode (Q and A) case:
= —n —r, '+r, ( —!g!'—2!!')+r,g,
—&z= —5z —l,z +I,(cr g! —2!z! )+I g,
i(= —Ag+I 2z —I,g(z+z), (51)
i(= —b,j+I z —I,(z+z)g,
where gEC is the label of the A-mode coherent state.
On the other hand, Eqs. (51) can be derived, by the
canonical variational method, imposing stationarity of
the action
[A, A ]=1, [A, J]=0,
[A,X, ]=A, [A,X, ]=—A
and obviously commute with Q, Q, so that also
[Q &]=0.
The Hamiltonian, reformulated in these new variables,
reads
and P, where P is the label of the su(l, l) coherent states
of p& and x, .
Stability analysis follows the customary scheme: one
first locates the set of fixed points, solutions [P,—:(z„g,),
where ir labels the di8'erent solutions] of the equations
one obtains by setting the right-hand sides of (51) equal to
zero; one then linearizes Eqs. (51) in the neighborhood of
such points, and finally —by the Routh-Hurwitz' cri-
terion applied to the dynamical matrix thus obtained-
one discusses the stability features of the fixed points.
Such a scheme, in spite of the relative simplicity of its
statement, is in practice a complex problem in that both
the search for the fixed points and the stability criterion
(which in the present case refers to a matrix of rank 4)
imply a proliferation of cases. The equations for I'
define the submanifold (discrete subset) of the
configuration space X-(LXC for whose points z =0 and(.=0. Such a submanifold is the intersection of manifolds
.4L, diffeomorphic to the complex plane C, defined by
Z
A+z+z (54)
and R, obtained by setting the right-hand side of the first
of Eqs. (51) equal to zero. The Pk's are embedded in both
JNand %' ,and their projections over the complex plane z
are given (one should recall that o. =2——,' +is
=ted+is CC) by the equation
I
—g z(A+z)!A+z+z f'
+!A+z+z!'[2!z!'+z'+)z —~]]=0, (55)
obtained by inserting (54) in the equation for R. Upon
setting x =Rez, y =Imz, Eq. (55) is equivalent to the sys-
S=f dr(ri! iA &sM—!r—i) .
Here ! ri ) is the composite coherent state for a, c, and K
(namely, the point ri represents a state in the six-
dimensional semiclassical phase space). Symplectic
reduction follows, via the constant of the motion 2, to
the four-dimensional manifold (z, g).
Within the above description of the relevant dynamical
degrees of freedom, assuming that —consistently with the
semiclassical approximation scheme —averages can be
identified with expectation values in the restricted states
!2; r) ), the experimentally observed quantity jL (propor-
tional to V, if pL&0 is assumed to be constant) is
~(x, ):
!
0
Vi
L1PL
en,' (p, )=—en, (x, ), (53)
I
—3
where n, is the macroscopic electron surface density.(xi), in turn, is readily seen to be, up to the unitary
1+x Itransformations (5), ccRe( Ae '). Explicit calculation
of the latter shows that it is an analytic function of z, g,
FIG. 1. Projection over the complex z plane of the manifold
A 0Jk, diffeomorphic with the system phase space in the neigh-
borhood of the fixed points !P, ]: generic case, s small,
a= 1, . . . , 8.
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-2 I
-3 -2
FIG. 2. Same as Fig. 1, with s larger, such that a = 1, . . . , 2. FIG. 3. Same as Figs. 1 and 2, resonating case re=1, . . . , 6.
tern (describing the intersection of two curves —one ra-
tional, the other irrational two branched —in the plane z)
s (A+2x)C).y = (A+2x)(A, +2x)—g
Cz.y =+&JV(x)/$(x),
where
JV(x) =(A+2x)z[rl —x(A, +3x)]+(x(A+x),
2)(x)=g +(A+2x )
(56)
(57)
Figures 1, 2, and 3 illustrate the three generic situations
one encounters in this analysis. For s small enough, one
finds that Cz, consisting of two disjoint lobes, is intersect-
ed eight times by C&, which is characterized by two verti-
cal asymptotes at x+ =—,'( —A, ++A, +4/ ) (Fig. 1).
Upon increasing s one finds a sequence of bifurcations
at which pairs of intersections successively disappear (one
after the other: an elliptic fixed point disappears and two
hyperbolic points merge into a single one), and one moves
from the generic case of eight to six, four, two, and zero
solutions. Figure 2 shows a situation in which six solu-
tions were lost.
z =z„+5z„, (=g„+5(„,
[one should recall that, due to (54),
g„=gz„/(A+2 Rez„)] gives, as customary, the local
equations of motion as
„15x„&=M.I5x„&,ddt (59)
where
~
5x„) is a column vector of components
5z„5z„,g'„,g'„, and the dynamical matrix
An example of some interest from the point of view of
physics is the resonating case, in which A =0 correspond-
ing to ~, =e. In that case, the two lobes of C& coalesce
into a unique self-intersecting curve, exhibiting a double
point at the origin. Figure 3 shows the same example as
Fig. 1, with 5=0. It should be noted that the degeneracy
of points P, and P5 (which have moved to the origin) is
only apparent in the z-plane projection: indeed, the two
corresponding fixed points are separated in X (and, of
course, in JK) in that their g coordinates are, respectively,
g, 5= —,'(g++g +4rj)E)R.
Linearization around the fixed points P„ in the form
M„=I i
—(A. +4 Rez, )
2z.
(g—g„)
—2z
A, +4 Rez„
—(g —g, )
—(A+2 Rez„)
0
—(g—g„)
0
4+2 Rez„
(60)
The eigenvalues f p„' ', a = 1, . . . , 4] of M„are solutions of the secular equation
j=0 (61)
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One can easily check that co = 1 and c, =c3 =0, whereas
2A~
c2=(A, +4Rez, ) +(A+2Rez ) + —4~z„~4+2 Rez,
+2 Rez
c4 = ( A. +4 Rez„) (A+ 2 Rez, ) —4 ~z,
~
( A+ 2 Rez, ) +2g ( A+ 2 Rez, ) +g 4+2 Rez,
A2 2
—2g A(A, +4Rez )+
(A, +2 Rez, )
(62)
(63)
The Routh-Hurwitz criterion states that the fixed point
P„ is respectively stable or unstable depending on wheth-
er both c2 0 and c4 0, or at least one of them is (0.
Figure 4 shows the projection on the complex z plane of
the phase portrait in JR of the dynamical system (51), in
the case when it is symmetric with respect to the Rez axis
(s =0). Such a phase portrait clearly shows that the
points P2„, n = 1, . . . , 4, are hyperbolic. Among the
remaining fixed points, P3 and P, are maxima, whereas
P, and P7 are minima of the manifold defined by
&sM =const.
In view of the invariant manifold theorem, ' in some
suKciently small neighborhood 'M of the hyperbolic fixed
points P2„, n = 1, . . . , 4, there exist local stable and un-
stable manifolds JP(P2„) and JP(P2„) for the linearized
dynamical system (59). Since the branches of the separa-
trix have two distinct endpoints which are both hyperbol-
ic, such a property has deep global repercussions on the
complexity of the dynamics, in that it gives rise to homo-
clinic tangles (see Fig. 5), which are responsible for the
occurrence of "chaotic orbits. " This can be straightfor-
wardly checked by noticing how the extended dynamics
in Q has, at least, both quadratic and cubic nonlineari-
ties.
From the physical point of view, since we already
pointed out that the experimentally observed quantity V,
is proportional to an analytic function of z and g, we ar-
gue that —at least at the microscopic level characteristic
of our description —chaotic behavior of the latter vari-
ables should imply (possibly intermittent) chaos of the
former.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, taking inspiration from a set of experi-
ments ' confirming the appearance of an undoubtedly
random behavior of the longitudinal voltage V, vs time
in samples for @HE measurements at high current, and
for magnetic fields lying at the edges of a Hall plateau
(see Refs. 1 and 2), we argued that coupling between the
Landau motion of the electrons and the phonons, either
thermal or possibly generated by the sample elastic defor-
mations induced by the Hall voltage Vz, might lead to
such chaotic dynamics. We have shown how even a very
simple modeling of the phenomenon resorting to only a
single "average" phonon and to a coupling mechanism
based on a suitable nonlinear realization of the emerging
dynamical algebra su(l, l) (referred to in the mathemati-
cal literature as the continuous principal series ) does
indeed provide a semiclassical picture of the electron and
phonon dynamics whose phase portrait and Hamiltonian
guarantee the existence of chaotic orbits.
It is, in fact, interesting that the dynamical system to
which one reconducts the equations of motion in the
frame of the proposed model turns out to be integrable in
FIG. 4. Phase-portrait (-A) projection, for s =0, showing
that points P2„, n = 1, . . . , 4, are hyperbolic, and points P2„+,,
n =0, . . . , 3, are elliptic.
FIG. 5. The hornoclinic tangle which arises in proximity to
the hyperbolic points.
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the limit when one of the electron-phonon couplings
(more precisely, that between the electron Landau oscil-
lating mode and the phonons} is switched off. This im-
plies, on the one hand, that use of the KAM theorem
could furnish meaningful information on the range of
couplings for which one can —at least in the nonresonant
cases —save the system's invariant tori, and still recon-
duct the solutions to the equations of motion to quadra-
tures. On the other hand, however, the integrable case it-
self has highly structured solutions, given in terms of el-
liptic functions, whose behavior bifurcates between
confined and unbounded (unphysical} orbits, depending
on the control parameter provided just by the label s of
the dynamical algebra representation. It is worth point-
ing out as well the formal but also physical analogy of the
separatrix dynamics that one gets in the integrable case
[see Eq. (47)] with the equations for a laser. ' Finally, the
integrable case has an intrinsic interest in that it not only
provides an example of a physically originated integrable
dynamical system, possibly relevant for application to a
wealth of problems in quantum optics, but also could
lead —through a more conventional approach —to a sys-
tematic perturbative analysis of the nonintegrable case.
We stress once more that the equations of motion on
which we focused our attention in the paper are related
to dynamical variables connected with the relevant quan-
tum numbers [E3=p, lfiy with n„p rop orti on al to p„'
N, =a a=A A with n2, being A =a exp( i', )—].
Such quantum numbers, n
&
and n 2, are just those specify-
ing the Hall spectrum. According to the QUILLS
scheme discussed in the Introduction, the dynamical
transitions allowed in the model consist in changes of
both the Landau quantum number n2, and the level de-
generacy number n&. Our dynamical analysis, on the
other hand, shows how the representative of the system's
quantum state, in the space et=[(n&, n2)], can be
thought of as chaotically resonating —in a way that, of
course, we know, in general, only in the semiclassical
picture —among a finite set of points (depending on B,
and the effective phonon mode adopted) in eV. The im-
portant feature of the approach presented is that, in or-
der to have chaotic response, not only should phonons be
present and interact with electrons, but they should be
coupled with the proper electronic Landau mode,
whereas the coupling with the transverse mode does not
play a role in this efFect.
In this paper no thorough numerical analysis of the
system dynamics is reported, in that the main aim was
just to demonstrate that the effect of the proposed in-
teractions could indeed give rise to the expected chaotic
motion. We expect that more realistic models could be
originated from that discussed here, taking into account
features that have been neglected here, in particular, the
existence of many phonon modes. Indeed, one can argue
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APPENDIX
The structure constants appearing in the Weyl-
Heisenberg enveloping algebra commutators
b+d
[ ~a, b& ~c,d l g fab, cd ~a+c, z
z =min(b, d)
b+d c
g f 'b,d g, , ~j if a )c
= ~
j=Oi =0
[ ~a, b, ~c,d ] b+d ag f ',di,'b W,~, ;+ if a ~ c,j=Oi=O
are
(z)
fab, cd 8(z —d}—z —d p( b) b+d —zz b—
b+d S(i)( )b+d —j
c
—8(J' b) . S—"(a —c)"+c,a
where S,"is the Stirling number of the first kind (see Ref.
11), O(x) is the Heaviside function [here we assume
8(0)= 1] and S,", is defined as
that increasing the number of phonon modes should in-
crease the number of points in 4" accessible from any
given initial condition, and therefore increase the number
of quantum states among which the system intermittently
or chaotically resonates. In the one-phonon picture the
semiclassical phase portrait exhibits —as we showed in
Sec. IV—only two minima, and it is in the neighborhood
of these two points that the system orbits oscillate, as-
suming a random structure if they are close enough to the
separatrixes, and thus producing a two-basin strange at-
tractor. It is plausible, and we conjecture, that the con-
sideration of several independent phonon modes would
generate a (strange} attractor whose much richer struc-
ture presents many basins, which might explain the mul-
tilevel noisy form reported in Ref. 2.
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